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Abstract
Memory shadowing associates addresses from an application’s
memory to values stored in a disjoint memory space called shadow
memory. At runtime shadow values store metadata about applica-
tion memory locations they are mapped to. Shadow state encod-
ings – the structure of shadow values and their interpretation –
vary across different tools. Encodings used by the state-of-the-art
monitoring tools have been proven useful for tracking memory at a
byte-level, but cannot address properties related to memory block
boundaries. Tracking block boundaries is however crucial for spa-
tial memory safety analysis, where a spatial violation such as out-
of-bounds access, may dereference an allocated location belonging
to an adjacent block or a different struct member.

This paper describes two novel shadow state encodings which
capture block-boundary-related properties. These encodings have
been implemented in E-ACSL – a runtime verification tool for
C programs. Initial experiments involving checking validity of
pointer and array accesses in computationally intensive runs of
programs selected from SPEC CPU benchmarks demonstrate run-
time and memory overheads comparable to state-of-the-art memory
debuggers.

CCS Concepts •Software and its engineering → Dynamic
analysis; Software defect analysis; •Theory of computation
→ Program analysis

Keywords Memory safety, Shadow memory, Runtime monitor-
ing, Frama-C

1. Introduction
Memory errors such as buffer overflows are among the most
widespread errors that can lead to serious defects in software [8]
and account for about 50% of reported security vulnerabilities [39].
The importance of detecting all overflows in a program cannot be
underestimated. This is especially the case in safety critical sys-
tems, where a single vulnerability may cost human lives.

One of the most popular techniques for detecting buffer over-
flows at runtime are dynamic memory analysers (or memory de-
buggers). These tools instrument programs with statements that
monitor the program’s execution at runtime. This added function-
ality typically records allocated memory, checks memory accesses

and detects memory errors before they occur. Memory debuggers,
such as Rational Purify [16], AddressSanitizer [31], MemorySani-
tizer [36], Dr. Memory [6], MemCheck [33] are increasingly popu-
lar. They are used in large-scale projects [4, 38] and even deployed
at an operating system level [5].

The majority of the state-of-the-art monitoring tools use mem-
ory shadowing to keep track of memory allocated by a program at
runtime and detect memory issues. In its typical use memory shad-
owing associates addresses from an application’s memory to values
stored in a disjoint memory space called shadow memory. During a
program run shadow values store metadata about the memory loca-
tions they are mapped to. A powerful feature of memory shadow-
ing is its ability to characterise every address from an application’s
memory space and provide fast, constant-time access to its shadow
value. This feature makes shadow memory particularly attractive
for dynamic memory safety analysis [6, 16, 31, 33, 36].

Shadow state encodings – the structure of shadow values and
their interpretation – vary across different tools, but they are sim-
ilar in that they use shadow values to store bit-level states of in-
dividual bits or bytes in an application’s memory. Lift [29], and
Panorama [42], tools concerned with detection of information leak-
age at runtime, use one bit to tag each addressable byte from appli-
cation memory as public or private. Dr. Memory [6] and Purify [16]
memory debuggers shadow one byte by two bits which track that
byte’s allocation and initialization status. MemCheck [33] and
MemorySanitizer [36] use bit-to-bit shadowing to track initializa-
tion status of every bit. AddressSanitizer [31] customizes memory
allocation to ensure that memory blocks are allocated at an 8-byte
boundary, and tracks aligned 8-byte sequences by 1 shadow byte.

Byte-level tracking enables fast lookups and reduces runtime
overheads of memory tracking which makes memory debuggers us-
able in practice. However, byte-level representation of a program’s
memory state is imprecise because it fails to capture block-level
properties, i.e. properties related to the bounds of memory alloca-
tion units often referred to as memory blocks. As a consequence,
tools tracking memory only at a byte-level cannot detect buffer
overflows that access allocated memory.

Consider the following code snippet, where execution of the
assignment at Line 2 leads to a buffer overflow.

1 char buf1 [1], buf2 [1];
2 buf1[1] = ’0’; // potentially modifies buf2[0]

In a typical execution, buf1 and buf2 are allocated one after an-
other. The assignment at Line 2 therefore may write to allocated
memory belonging to a different buffer – buf2. A dynamic anal-
yser tracking such execution observes a program modifying allo-
cated memory and does not raise an alarm.

In all fairness, the state-of-the-art memory debuggers based on
shadow memory are not completely helpless in this situation. To
protect against such violations they use red zones [2, 15, 31] a
technique that puts gaps between allocated blocks. Red zones are



effective for detecting off-by-one errors, but they cannot identify all
overflows. For instance, AddressSanitizer that uses red zones for
stack monitoring detects a buffer overflow at Line 2 in the above
code snippet, but may fail to detect an error for buf1[3] = ’0’.
This is because buf1[1] hits a red zone surrounding buf1, whereas
buf1[3] accesses a memory location belonging to buf2.

An analogous but more dangerous situation may occur when a
buffer overflow can be exploited. A carefully crafted input can be
used to modify allocated memory and take control of the program
without ever being detected by a memory debugger. An example
of this type of violation (assuming that i is controlled via program
inputs) is shown via a code snippet below.
1 void foo (int *buf, int i, int c)
2 { *(buf + i) = c; }

Detecting illegal accesses to allocated memory can alternatively
be enabled by techniques that use lookup tables to capture per-
block metadata in their entries [3, 10, 17, 20, 22, 30, 40, 41].
However, since a table lookup is typically more costly than a
shadow memory access, these techniques are known to incur ex-
cessive runtime overheads when applied to memory safety prob-
lems [17, 22, 40].

Fast, block-level memory analysis can potentially be enabled
using METAlloc [14], a shadow memory technique utilizing a page
table – a shadow array of references to per-block metadata. MET-
Alloc builds upon modern heap [13] and stack [23] organizations,
relying on a fixed non-trivial common alignment of memory blocks
within a page. Enforcing such a requirement may lead to changes
of a program’s memory layout and increase stack usage.

This paper addresses the question of sound yet practical detec-
tion of out-of-bounds violations and presents two novel shadow
state encoding schemes capable of tracking memory allocated by
a program at runtime with block-level precision. These schemes,
called segment-based and offset-based encodings, are suitable for
use with either source-code or binary-level analysis and require no
runtime environment customization, compiler modifications, align-
ment of stack or global variables or changes to standard memory
allocation facilities.

Segment-based encoding represents allocated memory blocks
by fixed-length segments (i.e., contiguous memory regions) and
relies on a common alignment bound shared by all segments. Each
application segment is tracked by a corresponding segment in the
shadow memory whose address is found using modulo operation.

Offset-based encoding allows tracking unaligned allocations
and does not require changes to a program’s layout or compiler
modifications. This scheme uses a combination of two shadow
spaces called Primary and Secondary shadows, such that a byte in
the Primary shadow stores an offset relative to a Secondary shadow
location capturing address metadata.

The proposed encodings have been implemented in E-ACSL [9]
– a runtime verification tool for C programs. Additionally to track-
ing allocation and initialization status of individual bytes (as is
common with many memory monitors), E-ACSL can detect block-
level out-of-bounds accesses. Experimentation with programs se-
lected from SPEC CPU benchmarks [35] shows that for the pur-
pose of verifying validity of pointer and array accesses the runtime
overheads of E-ACSL are comparable to the runtime overheads of
such state-of-the-art memory debuggers as MemCheck [33] or Dr.
Memory [6], whereas memory overheads of the proposed encod-
ings are lower. Otherwise, for an analogous performance cost E-
ACSL equipped with the proposed shadow state encodings can dis-
cover a larger class of memory safety issues consuming less mem-
ory.

The contributions made by this paper are therefore as follows:

• Two novel shadow state encoding schemes allowing capture
of byte- and block-level properties. The key feature of the

proposed approach is a fast constant-time computation allowing
to identify bounds and a byte-length of the memory block a
given address belongs to.
• Proof-of-concept implementation of the proposed approach us-

ing E-ACSL plugin of the Frama-C [21] framework for source
code analysis.
• Empirical evaluation of the proposed technique using compu-

tationally intensive programs selected from SPEC CPU [35]
datasets for CPU testing. This evaluation compares perfor-
mance overheads of E-ACSL to the overheads incurred by
MemCheck [33], AddressSanitizer [31], Dr. Memory [6] mem-
ory debuggers and a previous implementation of E-ACSL us-
ing patricia trie. The results of the experiments show that the
proposed technique leads to runtime overheads comparable to
those of state-of-the-art memory debuggers, uses less memory,
but has an additional benefit of tracking memory at a block-
level. Furthermore, E-ACSL maintains the ability to track a
large class of memory violations with respect to the previous
implementation of E-ACSL, while significantly improving its
performances.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
background details relevant to memory allocation. Sections 3 and 4
describe the proposed shadow state encodings. Section 5 discusses
implementation of the proposed techniques using E-ACSL plugin
of Frama-C and Section 6 presents experimental results. Finally,
Section 7 reviews related work and Section 8 gives concluding
remarks and outlines directions of future work.

2. Memory Allocation
Shadow techniques presented in this paper apply to runtime envi-
ronments which manage memory through static, dynamic and au-
tomatic allocation of disjoint memory blocks in the virtual mem-
ory space of a computer process, where random access memory is
represented by a contiguous array of memory cells with byte-level
addressing. Such a virtual memory space is partitioned into con-
tiguous memory segments, comprising text, stack, heap, bss, data
and potentially other segments.

The byte-width of a memory address, denoted AW , refers to a
number of bytes sufficient to uniquely represent a memory address
in the virtual memory space of a process. Numeric memory ad-
dresses are written using hexadecimal numbers prefixed by 0x to
distinguish them from decimal numbers.

A memory block B is represented by a contiguous memory
region described by its bounds, that is, its start (or base) address
baseB and its end address endB . The length of block B , denoted
LengthB , is equal to endB − baseB + 1 bytes. It is assumed that
any memory block contains at least one byte, i.e. baseB ≤ endB .
If address a belongs to block B (that is, baseB ≤ a ≤ endB ), then
baseoff a = a − baseB is called the byte offset of a (with respect
to the base address of B , also denoted basea in this case).

Any property involving the bounds of a memory block B , its
length or the byte offset of an address belonging to B is referred to
as a block-level property.

A memory block B is said to be aligned at a boundary of n, if
baseB is divisible by n. Block B is said to be padded with n bytes,
if baseB is preceded by at least n bytes of unusable memory.

Static or global memory allocation refers to memory blocks al-
located at compile-time. Automatic memory allocation refers to
memory blocks allocated and deallocated on a program’s stack at
runtime. In a typical program automatic blocks are unaligned or
aligned at a boundary of 2 and placed one after another. Dynam-
ically allocated memory refers to memory blocks allocated on a
program’s heap at runtime. For the purpose of this presentation it is
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Figure 1. (a) Segment-based representation of an allocated memory block
B, and (b) its shadow representation, where AW denotes the byte-width of
a memory address and Hseg is the byte-length of an application segment.

assumed that dynamically allocated memory blocks are aligned at
some boundary Abnd and padded with at least 2×AW bytes.

3. Segment-Based Shadow State Encoding
This section introduces segment-based shadow state encoding ap-
plicable for aligned allocation of memory blocks.

3.1 Segment-Based Representation of Memory Blocks
Any memory block can be represented using equal-length segments
(i.e., contiguous memory regions) as shown in Figure 1(a). Let
Hseg ≥ 0 denote the byte-length of a segment. A memory block
B of L bytes in length is represented by a meta-segment and
N = dL/Hsege block segments, where dxe denotes the smallest
integer greater than or equal to x. Block segments are numbered
1, 2, . . . , N from left to right. The base address of the ith segment
is given via baseB + (i − 1) × Hseg . The first block segment is
called the base segment. It is preceded by the meta-segment whose
base address is a −Hseg .

The meta-segment and, for the case when L is not divisible by
Hseg , the Hseg − (L mod Hseg) trailing bytes of the last segment,
belong to unallocated space. Memory overhead of segment-based
representation of a memory block B using Hseg -byte segments is
thus Hseg if L is divisible by Hseg , and 2× Hseg − (L mod Hseg)
bytes otherwise.

A concrete example of a segment-based representation of an
allocated memory block B of 40 bytes with base address 0x100
using 16-byte segments is shown via Figure 2(a). Address intervals
[0xF0, 0xFF] (meta-segment) and [0x128, 0x12F] are unallocated.

3.2 Shadow Memory Structure
This section details the shadow state encoding. The general scheme
is given in Figure 1 and a concrete example in Figure 2. We assume
that an application block B is tracked by a shadow block B ′, such
that for each segment in B there is corresponding segment in B ′.
Segments in B ′ can be scaled. Let Hseg and Sseg denote the lengths
of application and shadow segments respectively.
Assumptions. Segment-based shadow state encoding requires that
application memory blocks be aligned at a boundary Abnd divisible
by an application segment length Hseg . The purpose of this require-
ment is twofold. Firstly, it guarantees that application segments do
not overlap. Secondly, it makes it possible to find a segment base
address using modulo operation. Indeed, in this case for an address
addr belonging to a segment of B , the base address of the segment
is addr − (addr mod Hseg).

The proposed encoding also requires every application block
be to padded with at least Hseg bytes to reserve space for a meta-
segment. It should be noted that in practice such requirements (i.e.,
aligned allocation and padding) do not present an issue.
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Figure 2. (a) A segment-based representation of a memory block B of
length L=40 bytes and base address 0x100 by segments of size Hseg=16
bytes, and (b) its shadow representation with address-width AW=8 bytes
and compression ratio 1:1 (i.e. Sseg=Hseg ). “Undef” marks unused regions.

We also assume that the length of a shadow segment Sseg cannot
be less than 2×AW bytes. Shadow segments that are not a part of
the shadow representation of an allocated block are zeroed out.

There is no length-related limitation for application memory
segments, but there is a correspondence between lengths of applica-
tion and shadow segments and shadow compression ratio. Shadow
compression ratio is defined by Hseg :Sseg . That is, longer applica-
tion segments lead to more compact shadow memory. However, due
to per-block memory overhead of a segment-based representation
(cf. Section 3.1), an increase in an application segment length also
increases memory overhead. For instance, in a 32-bit system 8-byte
application segments allow for shadowing of 1 application byte by
1 shadow byte. Allocation of a memory block of L bytes then addi-
tionally requires 8 bytes if L is divisible by 8, and 16− (L mod 8)
bytes otherwise. Application segments of 32 bytes allow to reduce
the amount of shadow memory by the factor of 4, however per-
block overhead then increases to 32 bytes for blocks whose lengths
are divisible by 32, and to 64− (L mod 32) bytes otherwise.
Meta-Segment Encoding. The meta-segment M ′ of the shadow
block B ′ tracking B is encoded as follows (cf. Figure 1):

• The lower AW bytes of M ′ are zeroed-out (to indicate an
unallocated segment).
• The AW bytes of M ′ following its lower AW bytes store the

byte-length of B .
• The remaining bytes of M ′ (if any) are unused.

Block-Segment Encoding. A block-segment S′ of the shadow
block B ′ tracking B is used as follows (cf. Figure 1):

• The lower AW bytes of S′ capture the offset from the base
address of B ′ to the base address of S′ incremented by one.
Thus, a non-zero value indicates that at least the first byte of the
corresponding application segment is allocated.
• The Hseg bits following the lower AW bytes of S′ capture per-

byte initialization of the corresponding segment from B . The
ith bit in the shadow segment following its first AW bytes is
set to 1 whenever the ith byte in the corresponding application
memory segment is initialized.
• The remaining higher bytes of S′ (if any) are unused.

Encoding Example. Figure 2 illustrates segment-based shadow
state encoding of a 40-byte application memory block B tracked
via shadow block B ′. This example assumes 64-bit architecture,
shadow compression ratio of 1:1, 16-byte segments and an align-
ment bound of 16.



Both B and B ′ are represented by a meta-segment and three
16-byte block segments. The lowest 8 bytes of the shadow meta-
segment are nullified (indicating an unallocated segment) and its
highest 8 bytes store the byte-length of B . Further, the lowest 8
bytes of each block segment in B ′ store a byte offset from the
base address of this segment to the base address of the shadow
block incremented by one. The following 16 bits store per-byte
initialization status of the corresponding application segment. The
example assumes that B is not initialized. Finally, the remaining 6
bytes of each block segment in B ′ are unused.

3.3 Computing Block-Level Properties of an Address
Let addr be an address belonging to an application memory block
shadowed as described in Section 3.2. One of the key features of
a segment-based representation is that the base address of the seg-
ment addr belongs to can be computed by modulo operation. One
can thus use the offset stored by the corresponding shadow seg-
ment to compute the base address (baseaddr ) of the memory block
addr belongs to and retrieve the byte-length of that block stored by
the shadow meta-segment. Finally, one can subtract baseaddr from
addr to arrive to its byte offset. This section further gives detailed
explanations on how to use the segment-based shadow state encod-
ing to compute block-level properties of a memory address.

Let ReadNum(a) denote retrieving a number stored in the AW

bytes starting at some memory address a ,

ReadBit(a, i) denote retrieving 0 or 1 value stored in the ith bit
past some memory address a ,

Shadow(a) be a mapping translating the base address a of an
application segment into the base address of the corresponding
shadow segment,

Uspace(s) be a mapping1 translating base address s of a shadow
segment into the base address of the corresponding application
segment.

The length of the memory block addr belongs to, the base address
of that block, the byte offset of addr and its initialization status can
be computed as follows (cf. Figure 3). Offset of addr relative to the
base address of its segment:

segoffaddr = addr mod Hseg (1)

Base address of the segment addr belongs to:

segaddr = addr − segoffaddr (2)

Base address of the shadow segment segaddr :

segsh = Shadow(segaddr ) (3)

Offset from the base address of the shadow segment to the base
address of the shadow block:

baseoffsh = ReadNum(segsh)− 1 (4)

Base address of the shadow block segsh belongs to:

basesh = segsh − baseoffsh (5)

Length of the memory block addr belongs to:

Length = ReadNum(basesh − Sseg +AW ) (6)

Base address of the memory block addr belongs to

baseaddr = Uspace(basesh) (7)

Byte offset of addr within its block:

baseoffaddr = addr − baseaddr (8)

1 Shadow and Uspace can be seen as inverse mappings of the form a 7→
a× Scale + Offset with suitable values of Scale and Offset .
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Figure 3. Computing block-level properties using segment-based shadow
state encoding of allocated memory (Section 3.3).

An application memory address addr is identified as belonging
to a program’s allocation if:

ReadNum(segsh) 6= 0 and 0 ≤ baseoffaddr < Length (9)

It should be noted that addr can belong to a partially allocated
segment. Thus, to detect whether addr is allocated one first needs
to identify whether addr lies within a segment which belongs to an
allocated block, and if so, further check that the byte offset of addr
is not greater than the length of this block (cf. (9)).

An application memory address addr is identified as initialized
by a previous write if:

addr belongs to a program’s allocation, and
ReadBit(segsh +AW , segoffaddr ) = 1 (10)

3.4 Numeric Example
This section now presents a concrete example of computations
discussed in Section 3.3 using example of Figure 2 which encodes
a 40-byte application memory block B by a shadow block B ′.
Assume that B starts at address 0x100, while Shadow(a) = a +
0x100, and Uspace(sh) = sh− 0x100. Consequently B ′ starts at
address 0x200.

Consider a memory location at address addr of 0x126 (38 bytes
past the base address of B ). Applying Equations (1)–(8), one can
compute the length of the memory block addr belongs to, the base
address of that block and the byte offset of 0x126 as follows:

segoffaddr = 0x126 mod 16 = 6,
segaddr = 0x126− 6 = 0x120,

segsh = Shadow(0x120) = 0x220,
baseoffsh = ReadNum(0x220)− 1 = 33− 1 = 32,

basesh = 0x220− 32 = 0x200,
Length = ReadNum(0x200− 16 + 8) = 40,

baseaddr = Uspace(0x200) = 0x100,
baseoffaddr = 0x126− 0x100 = 0x26.

Thus, by (9), 0x126 is identified as belonging to a program’s
allocation. Finally, one can compute initialization status of 0x126
using (10). Since 0x126 is the 7th byte in its application segment
(i.e., at offset 6), its initialization is tracked by the 7th bit past
segsh +AW = 0x228.

Consider now the address 0x12A. Applying Equations (1)–(9),
one can establish that it belongs to a partially allocated segment, but
lies past the end of B and therefore does not belong to allocation.

4. Offset-Based Shadow State Encoding
Unlike heap allocation, blocks allocated on a program’s stack are
typically not aligned. Since stack blocks are often small, introduc-
ing alignment sufficient to apply the segment-based shadow state
encoding discussed in the previous section is likely to introduce



Code (Len, Off) Code (Len, Off) Code (Len, Off)

1 (1, 0) 13 (5, 2) 25 (7, 3)
2 (2, 0) 14 (5, 3) 26 (7, 4)
3 (2, 1) 15 (5, 4) 27 (7, 5)
4 (3, 0) 16 (6, 0) 28 (7, 6)
5 (3, 1) 17 (6, 1) 29 (8, 0)
6 (3, 2) 18 (6, 2) 30 (8, 1)
7 (4, 0) 19 (6, 3) 31 (8, 2)
8 (4, 1) 20 (6, 4) 32 (8, 3)
9 (4, 2) 21 (6, 5) 33 (8, 4)
10 (4, 3) 22 (7, 0) 34 (8, 5)
11 (5, 0) 23 (7, 1) 35 (8, 6)
12 (5, 1) 24 (7, 2) 36 (8, 7)

Table 1. Mapping of primary shadow codes to block lengths and
byte offsets.

significant memory overhead. This section describes an alterna-
tive offset-based encoding scheme for tracking unaligned memory
blocks.

4.1 Shadow Memory Structure
In the offset-based encoding application memory is shadowed via
two shadow spaces both of which shadow one byte of application
memory by one byte of shadow memory. This paper refers to these
shadow spaces as to primary and secondary shadows.

4.1.1 Primary Shadow
Each byte of an application memory block B is tracked by a
primary shadow byte of the following structure.

The 6 lower bits of a primary shadow byte store shadow status
code of the application byte it tracks. Shadow status codes are given
by numbers ranging from 0 to 63, such that the shadow status
code shstat tracking application address addr has the following
interpretation:

• if the value of shstat is 0, then addr is unallocated.
• if the value of shstat is between 1 and 36, then addr belongs to

an allocated memory block whose length is less than or equal
to 8 bytes. In this case the value of shstat encodes the length of
B and the byte offset of addr using the mapping of Table 1.
• if the value of shstat is between 48 and 63, then addr belongs to

an allocated memory block whose length is greater than 8 bytes
and the value of shstat decremented by 48 indicates an offset
relative to a location in the secondary shadow where the length
and the byte offset of addr are stored (as further explained in
Section 4.1.2).
• Status code values ranging from 37 to 47 are unused.

The 7th highest bit of a primary shadow byte stores initializa-
tion status of the application byte it shadows, where 1 denotes an
initialized byte and 0 denotes uninitialized. The 8th highest bit of a
primary shadow byte is unused.
Encoding Example. Figure 4 illustrates segment-based encoding
for an allocated byte and a 4-byte memory block B . Since B is less
than 9 bytes, it has no secondary shadow representation.

4.1.2 Secondary Shadow
The secondary shadow tracks offsets and lengths of application
blocks whose lengths are greater than 8 bytes. Application blocks
whose lengths are less than or equal to 8 bytes are not represented
in the secondary shadow. An application block of L bytes (L> 8)
is tracked by an equal size block in the secondary shadow divided
into 8-byte segments such that:

• the 4 lower bytes of each secondary shadow segment capture
the length of the shadowed block, and
• the 4 higher bytes of each secondary shadow segment store an

offset from the base address of the segment to the base address
of the secondary shadow block.

The trailing L mod 8 bytes of the secondary shadow block mapped
to an application-space block are unused.

Encoding Example. Figure 5 illustrates segment-based shadow
state encoding for an 18-byte memory block B with base ad-
dress 0x100, tracked by primary shadow block B ′ and a secondary
shadow block B ′′. For the purpose of this example, access to pri-
mary and secondary shadow regions is enabled using displacement
of an address by offsets 0x100 and 0x200 respectively.

Secondary shadow block B ′′ is represented by two 8-byte seg-
ments and two unused trailing bytes. 4 lower bytes of each segment
in B ′′ store the length of B and 4 higher bytes store an offset from
the base address of a segment to the base address of B ′′.

Each byte in the primary shadow block B ′ stores a shadow
status code capturing an offset to the base address of the nearest
shadow segment. That is, using an offset in the primary shadow
one can access a location in the secondary shadow to determine the
length of the tracked block.

4.2 Computing Block-Level Properties of an Address
Let addr be an application address belonging to an allocated mem-
ory block shadowed using offset-based shadow state encoding. This
section explains how to compute its block-level properties.

Let Shadowprim(a) be a mapping translating an application ad-
dress a into a corresponding address in the primary shadow,

Shadowsec(a) be a mapping translating an application address a
into a corresponding address in the secondary shadow,

Uspaceprim(s) be a mapping translating a primary shadow ad-
dress s into a corresponding application-space address,

Uspacesec(s) be a mapping translating a secondary shadow ad-
dress s into a corresponding application-space address,

ReadStat(a) denote reading a number stored in the 6 lower bits
of a memory location given by address a , and

ReadInt(a) denote reading a number stored in the 4 bytes starting
at address a .

The length of the memory block addr belongs to, the base
address of that block and the byte offset of addr can be found using
its shadow status code shstat . It is computed as the number stored
in the 6 lower bits of the primary shadow byte mapped to addr :

shstat = ReadStat (Shadowprim(addr))

Remaining computations depend on the value of shstat .
If the value of shstat is 0, then addr is unallocated.
If the value of shstat is between 1 and 36, then the length of

the memory block and the byte offset of addr are found as shown
in Table 1. The base address of the block addr belongs to can be
obtained by subtracting the byte offset of addr from addr .

If the value of shstat is between 48 and 63, then properties are
computed as follows:

Base address of a secondary shadow segment tracking addr :

shsec = Shadowsec(addr)− (shstat − 48) (11)

Length of the memory block addr belongs to:

Length = ReadInt(shsec) (12)
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Figure 4. Offset-based encoding of an unallocated byte at address 0xFF
followed by an allocated block of 4 bytes with base address 0x100.
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Figure 5. Offset-based encoding of an 18-byte memory block starting
at address 0x100. Shadow status codes (48-57) in the primary shadow
block (below) indicate offsets (0-9) used to find base addresses of nearest
secondary shadow segments.

Base address of the memory block addr belongs to:

baseaddr = Uspacesec(shsec)− ReadInt(shsec + 4) (13)

Byte offset of addr within its block:

baseoffaddr = addr − baseaddr (14)

4.3 Numeric Examples
This section now presents two concrete examples showing compu-
tations discussed in Section 4.2.
Shadowing a Short Block. Consider example encoding of a 4-
byte block illustrated by Figure 4. The computations are directly
based on the shadow status code and Table 1. For instance, for
application address addr = 0x102, shadow status code 9 indicates
that 0x102 belongs to a block of 4 bytes and its byte offset is 2.
Thus, baseaddr = 0x102 − 2 = 0x100. Finally, the initialization
status of 0x102 can be determined via the 7th highest bit (here, set
to 1) of the primary shadow byte address 0x102 is mapped to.
Shadowing a Long Block. Consider example encoding discussed
in Section 4.1.2 and illustrated by Figure 5, where an 18-byte block
B is tracked via primary and secondary shadow blocks B ′ and B ′′

respectively. The example considers Shadowprim(a) = a+0x100,
Uspaceprim(sh) = sh− 0x100, Shadowsec(a) = a+ 0x200, and
Uspacesec(sh) = sh− 0x200.

Consider application address addr = 0x10F. Shadow status
code mapped to 0x10F in the primary shadow (i.e., at address
0x20F) is 55, which indicates that 0x10F belongs to a memory
block whose length is greater than 8 bytes.

Applying (11) and (12), one can compute the base address of a
secondary shadow segment storing B ’s length and read this length:

shsec = Shadowsec(0x10F)− (55− 48) = 0x308,
Length = ReadInt(0x308) = 18

The offset from the base address of the secondary shadow seg-
ment to the base address of the secondary shadow block B ′′ is
stored in the 4 higher bytes of the segment (i.e., ReadInt(0x308 +
4)). The base address of B is then obtained by using the offset to
compute the base address of the secondary shadow block and map-
ping it back to an application address using (13):

baseaddr = Uspacesec(0x308)− ReadInt(0x308 + 4)

= 0x108− 8 = 0x100

Finally, the byte offset of 0x10F is found by applying (14):

baseoffaddr = 0x10F− 0x100 = 15

5. Implementation
Segment- and offset-based shadow state encodings detailed in Sec-
tions 3 and 4 have been implemented in the Frama-C plug-in
called E-ACSL [9]. Frama-C [21] is an open-source framework
for analysis of C programs. E-ACSL plug-in is a runtime verifi-
cation tool that accepts a C program P annotated with formal spec-
ifications written in the E-ACSL specification language and gen-
erates a new program P ′ that fails at runtime whenever an an-
notation is violated. If for a given program execution every an-
notation is satisfied, P ′ is functionally equivalent to P . Other-
wise said, E-ACSL inserts inline monitors generated from formal
specifications. These specifications can either be provided by the
end-user, or automatically generated by another tool. For instance,
RTE plug-in [1] of Frama-C can automatically generate such an-
notations for most undefined behaviors (e.g., memory violations
and arithmetic overflows). Monitors generated by E-ACSL plug-in
are able to track them automatically. Among others, formal spec-
ifications include memory-related annotations such as \valid(p),
\initialized(p), \base_addr(p), \block_length(p), and \offset(p).
For a given pointer p, they respectively denote the validity of p,
whether the value pointed to by p has been initialized, the base ad-
dress of the memory block p belongs to, byte-length of that block
and the byte offset of p relative to the base address.

Predicates of the E-ACSL specification language can be used
to detect out-of-bounds violations. For instance, for a dereference
*(p+i) the E-ACSL expression \base_addr(p) == \base_addr(p+i)

specifies that p+i belongs to the same memory block that p points
to. This detects an out-of-bounds access if both p and p+i point to
two different allocated areas. The E-ACSL specification language
can express a large variety of contract properties (see [9]) that
go far beyond out-of-bounds checks, where block-level properties
can be also very useful. For instance, for a C standard library call
q = strchr(str,c) returning a pointer to the first occurrence of
character c in the string str, one can specify that q belongs to the
same memory block as str but with a greater offset:

\base_addr(str) == \base_addr(q) && \offset(str) <= \offset(q),
and that c does not appear in string str before q:

\forall integer i, 0 <= i < \offset(q)-\offset(str)

==> str[i] != c.

In order to support E-ACSL memory predicates, code generated
by E-ACSL relies on a C runtime memory library (RTL): memory
modifications of the program are stored in the RTL by the monitor,
while checking annotations corresponds to querying it. Before pro-
gram instrumentation, static analysis is performed to safely remove
unnecessary memory instrumentation to improve efficiency of the
monitor [18]. RTL was initially implemented using a Patricia trie
(a compact prefix tree) [22] that stores block metadata in its leaves
and uses base addresses of memory blocks as keys associated with
trie nodes. Routing from the root to a leaf is ensured by internal



nodes, each of which contains the greatest common prefix of base
addresses stored in its successors. The Patricia trie was replaced by
an implementation of memory shadowing described in Sections 3
and 4 without modifying the E-ACSL code generator.

The current implementation of RTL uses segment-based encod-
ing to shadow memory on a program’s heap, while offset-based en-
coding has been adopted for tracking of automatic and static alloca-
tions. To enforce alignment and padding required by the segment-
based encoding, a customized jemalloc [12] memory allocator has
been used. The present implementation supports both 32-bit and
64-bit architectures. The former case has 4-byte address-width and
uses 8-byte segments and an alignment bound of 8, while the latter
has 8-byte address-width and uses 16-byte segments and an align-
ment bound of 16. In both cases compression ratio is 1:1.

Shadow memory implemented by the present RTL is based on
a direct mapping scheme and represented by 5 disjoint regions:
a shadow space tracking the heap, and primary and secondary
shadow spaces tracking stack and global memory. Switching be-
tween different shadow spaces is enabled by range checking. At
runtime an address is first identified as belonging to stack, heap or
global memory by testing its value against recorded address ranges
of respective memory segments, then, an appropriate encoding is
selected to compute properties of the address.

Practical application of the segment- and offset-based encod-
ings is investigated in the following section that reports on ex-
perimentation of the present E-ACSL implementation using SPEC
CPU benchmarks [35].

6. Experimental Results
Experiments presented in this section focus on runtime and mem-
ory overheads incurred by E-ACSL implementation of segment-
and offset-based shadow state encodings for a problem of spatial
memory safety in C programs.

6.1 Objectives and Experimental Setup
The main research question addressed by the experimentation is
to identify overhead costs of memory tracking using segment-
and offset-based shadow state encodings with respect to runtime
overheads incurred by state-of-the-art monitoring techniques for a
problem of checking validity of pointer and array accesses.

The above research question is investigated using an experi-
ment that compares runtime and memory overheads of an imple-
mentation of the present approach incurred during monitoring of
programs selected from SPEC CPU datasets with overheads of Ad-
dressSanitizer [31], Dr. Memory [6], MemCheck [33] and patricia
trie implementation of E-ACSL [22]. For brevity, E-ACSL imple-
mentations using shadow memory and patricia trie are referred to
E-ACSL-Shadow and E-ACSL-Trie respectively.

During the present experimentation a series of executions of
original and instrumented (or monitored) programs were performed
and their runtimes and memory consumption measured. A runtime
of a program accounts for real time between the program’s invo-
cation and its termination, whereas memory consumption indicates
maximum resident set size (RSS) of the process during its lifetime.
Further, runtime and memory overheads of instrumented (or mon-
itored) programs relative to the execution time and memory con-
sumption of uninstrumented programs were calculated. To account
for variance due to external factors, such as test automation process
or system I/O, the overheads were calculated using an arithmetic
mean over 10 runs of the modified and the original executables.

Programs monitored using E-ACSL-Shadow and E-ACSL-Trie
were instrumented using E-ACSL annotations validating safety of
pointer or array accesses. The annotations were generated automat-
ically by the RTE plugin of Frama-C (cf. Section 5). For runs of
AddressSanitizer, Dr. Memory and MemCheck, which make use of

E-ACSL ASAN MCHECK DRMEM 32/64

Heap Tracking + + + + +
Stack Tracking + + − + +
Global Tracking + + − + +
Allocation + + + + +
Initialization ± − + + −
Pointer Init + − − − −
Bounds Check + ± ± ± ±
Arith. Overflow + − − − −
Read-only + − − − −
Block Properties + − − − −
Heap Leak ± + + + +

Table 2. Properties tracked during experimentation.

built-in analyses, no external specifications were provided. Original
and E-ACSL-instrumented programs were compiled using GCC.

AddressSanitizer executables were generated by its GCC branch
version 5.4.0. Runs of MemCheck (version 3.10.1) and Dr. Mem-
ory (version 1.11.0-2) were performed using executables compiled
from uninstrumented programs. Since current version of Dr. Mem-
ory does not support initialization checks in 64-bit executables (as
reported by the tool), for evaluation of Dr. Memory both 64- and
32-bit binaries were used. 32-bit binaries were compiled on a 64-
bit architecture using -m32 GCC flag. Overhead ratios of 32-bit
executables under Dr. Memory monitoring were computed using
uninstrumented runtimes of the same executables.

Table 2 summarizes properties tracked by the tools during the
present experimentation. Since different implementations of E-
ACSL are equivalent with respect to the checked properties it is
shown as a single instance. Here, + indicates that a feature is
fully supported, − denotes unsupported functionality and ± stands
for partial support. All tools used during the experimentation en-
able tracking of heap memory. E-ACSL, AddressSanitizer and Dr.
Memory also monitor stack and global memory, whereas Mem-
Check does not. MemCheck enables checking of load and store
instructions to detect use of unallocated memory and initializa-
tion errors. Dr. Memory enables similar checks, however does not
presently support initialization checks in 64-bit executables. E-
ACSL and AddressSanitizer check pointer dereferences and array
subscripts for allocation errors, but do not check initialization of
every read. It should be noted that even though E-ACSL supports
arbitrary initialization checks this functionality has been disabled
during experimentation. Instead, E-ACSL checked every derefer-
enced pointer to be initialized (denoted Ptr Init), while the rest of
the tools did not. For detection of out-of-bounds AddressSanitizer,
Dr. Memory and MemCheck use redzoning, and E-ACSL tracks
precise bounds of allocated blocks. Since redzoning tries to detect
out-of-bounds accesses using gaps between allocated block such
an approach is unsound (indicated via ± in Table 2). Unlike the
rest of the tools E-ACSL also checks arithmetic overflows in ar-
ray subscripts, tracks read-only memory and computes block-level
properties of memory addresses. Finally, all tools detect memory
leaks. The present implementation of E-ACSL leak detection does
not support tracking locations of leaked blocks.

This experimentation uses 17 C programs selected from SPEC
CPU 2000 and 2006 datasets ranging from 74 to 36,037 (on av-
erage, 9,345) lines of code. Remaining C programs were rejected
due to current limitations of E-ACSL instrumentation engine inde-
pendent of the proposed encodings. Runs of SPEC programs were
performed using inputs provided by the training input dataset of
SPEC. The platform for all results reported here was 2.30GHz In-
tel i7 processor with 16Gb RAM, running Gentoo Linux. Time and
memory consumption measurements were taken using GNU time

tool.
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Figure 6. Runtime overheads of SPEC CPU programs for E-ACSL-
Shadow and E-ACSL-Trie.
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Figure 7. Runtime overheads of SPEC CPU programs for AddressSani-
tizer, MemCheck, Dr. Memory and E-ACSL-Shadow.

6.2 Runtime Overheads
Figure 6 shows runtime overheads of E-ACSL-Shadow and E-
ACSL-Trie relative to execution time of unobserved runs. Runtime
overheads of E-ACSL-Shadow are approximately 19 times the nor-
mal execution with the highest spike of approximately 55 times
in 181.mcf and the lowest overhead of approximately 8 times in
470.lbm. Runtime overheads of E-ACSL-Trie, ranging from 2 to
approximately 662 times, have a mean of 77.5 times.

On average the runtime overheads of E-ACSL-Shadow are sig-
nificantly lower than those of E-ACSL-Trie. One reason for such
behaviour is that updating shadow memory is less expensive than
trie lookups. Further, runtime overheads of E-ACSL-Trie increase
proportionally to the number of tracked memory blocks. An in-
crease in the number of tracked blocks results in an increase of a trie
height that consequently contributes to the cost of a lookup. This is
well demonstrated by over 600 times overhead in 183.equake and
over 95 times overhead 456.hmmer, programs which allocate a large
number of memory blocks. Note that in the runs of 999.specrand
and 998.specrand programs the runtime overheads of E-ACSL-
Trie are lower than those of E-ACSL-Shadow. This is because these
programs are small (with execution time under 0.1 sec.) and E-
ACSL-Shadow is penalized by the time required to initialize its
shadow space.

Figure 7 shows runtime overheads of E-ACSL-Shadow, Ad-
dressSanitizer, MemCheck and Dr. Memory relative to the normal-
ized execution time of unobserved runs. Overheads of MemCheck,
ranging from approximately 4.3 to 29.5 times the unobserved ex-
ecution average to 15.49 times. The overheads AddressSanitizer
are significantly lower, averaging to 1.58 times with the maximal
overhead of 2.55 times in 456.hmmer. In runs of 64-bit executables
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Figure 8. Memory overheads of SPEC CPU programs for E-ACSL-
Shadow and E-ACSL-Trie.

Dr. Memory has an average overhead of 3.59 times, a minimum of
1.19 and a maximum of 10 times. During monitoring of 32-bit bi-
naries, however, this tool incurs significantly higher overheads with
an average slow-down factor of 18 times and a highest spike of ap-
proximately 105 times in 181.equake. Such a difference in runtime
overheads between 32- and 64-bit programs can be explained by
unsupported initialization checks in 64-bit binaries.

It can be seen that runtime overheads of shadow techniques de-
pend on encoding of shadow values and the number of runtime
checks. The issue is demonstrated by the difference in overheads of
MemCheck, which checks per-bit initialization and AddressSani-
tizer that monitors allocation of 8-byte sequences by 3 bits and does
not detect initialization errors. Further, an increase in overhead of
Dr. Memory during its 32-bit tracking (comparing to a 64-bit one)
can be explained by additional initialization checks.

The experimentation shows that the runtime overheads of E-
ACSL-Shadow are close (but on average higher) to those of 32-bit
tracking MemCheck and Dr. Memory. Notably, block-level anal-
ysis of E-ACSL-Shadow brings the benefit of detecting a wider
range of issues. For instance, E-ACSL-Shadow has detected an
out-of-bounds stack access in 175.vpr, missed by the other tools.
The issue discovered relates to using a stack buffer after the end
of the scope of its definition has been reached. For fairness of the
evaluation, when detecting such a violation the default behaviour
of E-ACSL-Shadow was modified in order to report it but con-
tinue the execution of the program instead of stopping it. Further,
even though the overheads of AddressSanitizer and 64-bit track-
ing of Dr. Memory are considerably lower, these tools do not track
block properties and cannot identify memory violations involving
accesses to uninitialized memory.

In summary, the results of this experimentation suggest that
segment- and offset-based encodings solve the performance bottle-
neck of E-ACSL-Trie while being still capable of tracking memory
at a block-level. Further, overhead results of E-ACSL-Shadow (avg.
19 times), that are close to MemCheck (avg. 15.49 times) and 32-bit
tracking of Dr. Memory (avg. 18 times), indicate that the proposed
technique can be used as a replacement for these tools adding the
benefit of tracking memory at a block-level and detecting a wider
range of runtime errors. Finally, the experimentation has shown that
the overheads of E-ACSL-Shadow are still significantly higher that
those of AddressSanitizer. This extra overhead, however, accounts
for additional features such as tracking block boundaries.

6.3 Memory Overheads
Figure 8 shows memory consumption overheads of E-ACSL-
Shadow and E-ACSL-Trie relative to memory consumption dur-
ing executions of uninstrumented programs. On average, memory
overheads of E-ACSL-Shadow are 2.48 times the unobserved ex-
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Figure 9. Memory overheads of SPEC CPU programs for AddressSani-
tizer, MemCheck, Dr. Memory and E-ACSL-Shadow.

ecution with the maximum and minimal results of 1.01 and 4.74
times respectively. E-ACSL-Trie uses more memory, having the
mean of 2.85 times, the maximum of 9.7 and the minimum of
1.01 times compared to memory consumption of unobserved pro-
grams. The results indicate that on average E-ACSL-Trie is less
space efficient than E-ACSL-Shadow. Such a result in unexpected
because E-ACSL-Trie uses a fixed amount of memory to repre-
sent the bounds of a memory block (48 bytes in the present ex-
perimentation), whereas memory overheads of E-ACSL-Shadow,
increase proportionally to the overall amount of allocated mem-
ory. E-ACSL-Trie, however, is penalised in the runs where many
small stack blocks are used, where fixed-size representation of E-
ACSL-Trie requires more memory to track bounds of a block than
offset-based encoding. For instance, to represent a 4-byte integer
offset-based encoding requires uses 4 bytes, whereas E-ACSL-Trie
needs 12 times that. This issue is demonstrated by 9.7 times space
overheads in 183.equake and almost 9 times in 300.twolf.

Figure 9 shows memory overheads of E-ACSL-Shadow, Ad-
dressSanitizer, MemCheck and Dr. Memory relative to the nor-
malized memory consumption time of unobserved runs. On aver-
age the memory overheads of E-ACSL-Shadow (2.48 times) are
the lowest of all tools, whereas MemCheck used more memory
than the rest. The overheads of MemCheck, ranging from approx-
imately 1.33 to 16.25 times the unobserved execution average to
5.95 times. The overheads AddressSanitizer are lower and average
to 4.22 times with the minimal overhead of 1.04 times in 458.sjeng

and the maximal overhead of 32.74 times in 456.hmmer. It should
be noted that the average memory overhead of 4.22 times in runs of
programs under AddressSanitizer instrumentation is also due to a
memory consumption spike during a run of 456.hmmer. This spike
can be explained by the use of so-called quarantine-zones, where
the heap allocator tries to returns new addresses rather than reuse
freed memory. In most runs the overheads of AddressSanitizer are
lower. Without taking this result into account the average mem-
ory overhead ratio of AddressSanitizer drops to 2.44 times com-
pared to memory consumption of unobserved programs. Notably,
this result is similar to the overhead incurred by E-ACSL-Shadow
(2.48 times). On average, Dr. Memory is more space efficient then
AddressSanitizer in runs of both 32- and 64-bit executables. 64-
bit tracking incurs an average overhead of 3.37 times, a minimum
of 1.04 in 470.lbm and a maximum of 7.74 times in the run of
999.specrand. Monitoring 32-bit programs requires slightly more
memory: 3.55 times on average, with the highest spike of approx-
imately 7.83 times in a run of 300.twolf and the lowest result of
1.29 times in 470.lbm.

In summary, the results of the experiment measuring memory
consumption overheads indicate that additional functionality of the
proposed shadow state encoding capable of tracking block bounds

compare favourably to shadow-based techniques that track fewer
properties at runtime. One of the reasons for such behaviour is
that the present technique does not use redzoning when monitor-
ing stack memory. The offset-based approach used to track stack
memory does not need to introduce additional gaps between the
allocated stack blocks to detect bounds violations. Further, even
though segment-based encoding uses a 1:1 compression ratio in the
virtual memory space of an executing process, 3

8
of this memory is

never used. An important factor contributing to higher overheads
of AddressSanitizer, Dr. Memory and MemCheck is that they also
use heap quarantine zones attempting to allocate memory at new
addresses rather than reuse freed memory immediately. The imple-
mentation of the presented encoding relies on a different allocation
strategy which makes use of freed memory and therefore is able to
keep more compact representation of heap memory.

6.4 Threats to Validity
One of the issues that may have skewed the validity of the obtained
results is the choice of programs and input data used during this
experimentation. Even though this experimentation used programs
and inputs that are well suited for estimating runtime overheads of
memory monitoring, different programs or input values may lead
to different overhead results. Further, due to technical issues with
source code analysis this experimentation excluded several SPEC
CPU programs from the experiment. Using those programs may
have also affected the obtained overhead results.

Another issue refers to an instantiation of the segment-based
shadow state encoding. E-ACSL-Shadow uses 16-byte segments
and a 1:1 compression ratio. Using a different segment size or
compression ratio may have affected overhead results. Further, E-
ACSL-Shadow uses a direct mapping scheme, where a program’s
heap is managed though a single shadow space and stack and
global memory is tracked via two disjoint (primary and secondary)
shadow spaces each. A different implementation, for instance via a
segmented shadow mapping scheme may have also lead to differ-
ent overhead results. Comparing such different implementations is
future work.

7. Related Work
This section now reviews related work focussing on techniques
tracking memory state of an executing program at runtime for the
purpose of detecting memory safety errors.

One of the oldest dynamic memory analysers (often referred to
as memory debuggers) is Rational Purify [16]. Purify uses compile-
time instrumentations to add additional instructions directly into
object files. At runtime these instructions monitor memory ac-
cesses using shadow memory which tracks each byte of an appli-
cation’s memory by two bits denoting that byte’s allocation and
initialization. Memcheck [33], a more recent memory debugger
built atop Valgrind instrumentation platform [27, 28], uses dynamic
binary instrumentation (DBI) to instrument a program at runtime
and shadow one byte of heap memory using 9 bits, such that one
shadow bit is dedicated to storing allocation, while the remaining 8
bits track initialization with bit-precision. Even though MemCheck
is one of the most popular tools for memory debugging (which is
evident by its widespread use in large-scale projects [38]), this tool
incurs overheads of 20-40 times the normal execution and tracks
only heap memory, thus missing safety issues related to use of a
program’s stack or global variables. Such issues are addressed by
SGCheck [34] – an experimental stack and global array overrun
detector also built on top of Valgrind. Another notable memory de-
bugger making heavy use of shadow memory is Dr. Memory [6]
based on Dynamo RIO DBI platform [7]. Similar to Purify, Dr.
Memory dedicates 2 shadow bits for tracking an application’s byte.



Dr Memory incurs lower overheads than MemCheck, but tracks
initialization with byte precision.

AddressSanitizer [31] is memory debugger targeting memory
safety issues including out-of-bounds accesses and use-after-free
violations. AddressSanitizer uses source-to-source transformations
and utilizes a compact shadow state encoding allowing to track
8-byte sequences by 3 bits. Such compact representation allows
for significant reduction of memory and runtime costs, leading to
runtime overheads of approximately 2-2.5 times. AddressSanitizer,
initially built on top of a clang compiler, has now been ported to
gcc replacing mudflap [11]. MemorySanitizer [36] and ThreadSan-
itizer [32] are similar tools aiming detection of initialization errors
and data races.

Unlike the above tools, which track individual bytes or bits, en-
codings reported by this paper are also capable of tracking memory
at a block-level without loss of byte-level information.

Tracking block bounds via shadow memory can potentially be
enabled using generic metadata management techniques such as
METAlloc [14]. Based on modern heap [13] and stack [23] organi-
zations, METAlloc tracks pointers by splitting their addresses into
offsets and page indices and further use them to access a meta-
page table storing pointers to per-block metadata. However, since
METAlloc requires memory objects within their pages to share a
non-trivial alignment, implementation of such a scheme for stack
allocations is not straightforward and potentially leads to signifi-
cant changes of a program’s memory layout.

Similar to METAlloc, segment-base shadow state encoding also
uses aligned allocation, but it does not require fixed alignment
within individual pages. Further, offset-based shadow encoding
allow to track stack blocks without any alignment, thus leaving
stack memory layout intact. Finally, METAlloc suggests a generic
scheme for tracking metadata and reports overheads of at most
20% for allocations and deallocations. Overheads of METAlloc for
monitoring of memory safety errors, however, are not clear.

An alternative approach to tracking memory at runtime uses
external databases. Jones and Kelly [20] enable runtime bounds
checking using a splay tree whose nodes capture addresses of
pointers, base addresses of their pointees and bound limits. At
runtime operations on pointers (e.g., dereference or arithmetic)
can be checked by using metadata accessible via tree lookups.
CRED [30] improves on the work of Jones and Kelly by adding
support for tracking out-of-bounds pointers using an additional
auxiliary hash table. Dhurjati and Adve [10] also improve Jones
and Kelly’s bounds checking technique using a memory allocation
scheme called Automatic Pool Allocation memory partitioning.
Baggy bounds checking [3] is a similar technique using an allocator
that constrains size and alignment of allocated blocks and uses
array-based lookup. SoftBound [25] is also a related approach
which tracks bounds for each pointer using a hash table or a large
contiguous array.

Memory tracking can be enabled using fat pointers, a technique
that extends pointer representation with extra information allowing
to detect out-of-bounds violations. One of the techniques utilizing
fat pointers is Cyclone [19] – a safe dialect of C designed to retain C
semantics while preventing such issues as buffer overflows, format
string vulnerabilities and memory management errors. Another
user of fat pointers is [26] – a transformation system adding type
safety guarantees to C programs. Kwon et al. [24] explores spatial
safety using compact encoding of base and bound information
encoded in a pointer.

Above techniques build upon source-code analysis, relations be-
tween program pointers and objects they point to aiming to de-
tect when a pointer operates on a memory location outside of its
bounds. This makes it difficult to use these approaches with binary
instrumentation, where no pointer concept is available. Further,

such techniques do not characterize each address as with shadow
memory. In other words, given an arbitrary memory address outside
of a pointer or object context these techniques may fail to identify
precise bounds of the memory block it belongs to. Memory encod-
ings presented in this paper are designed to answer such question
using fast constant-time computations.

Techniques operating at a memory address-level have also been
reported in the literature. Kosmatov et al. [22] use patricia trie [37]
to store metadata about each memory block allocated by a pro-
gram. One of the benefits of this approach is that it can use an
address to compute metadata about a memory block the address
belongs to. Typical metadata stored by this technique includes the
block’s base address, its length and per-byte initialization. One of
the shortcomings of this approach is a costly trie computation that
increase proportionally to allocation size. Jakobbsson et al. [17, 18]
improves on this work by combining tracking via patricia trie with
a shadow memory technique. Vorobyov et al. [40] have proposed a
similar approach for a problem of memory leak detection using a
red-black tree. Shadow encodings presented by this paper are also
capable of tracking memory at a block level. However, segment-
based and offset-based encodings benefit from fast constant time
computations independent from the size of a program allocation.

8. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presented segment-based and offset-based shadow state
encoding schemes capable of tracking memory allocated by a pro-
gram at runtime with byte- and block-level precision.

The presented encodings, implemented in the E-ACSL plug-
in of Frama-C, allow detection of block-level out-of-bound ac-
cesses undetected by MemCheck, Dr. Memory and AddressSani-
tizer memory debuggers. Empirical evaluation comparing perfor-
mance overheads of these tools shows that the proposed shadow
state encodings result in comparable runtime overheads over SPEC
CPU programs and significantly outperform the initial implemen-
tation of E-ACSL based on Patricia trie. Further experimentation
with SPEC CPU programs has shown that the average memory
consumption of the proposed encodings compare favourably to the
overheads incurred by the rest of the tools used in the evaluation.

There are several directions of future work available. Firstly, the
authors are looking to adopt segment- and offset-based encodings
for monitoring of different properties. Block-level tracking, capable
of tracking program variables, can also be used for addressing in-
formation security vulnerabilities, for instance, during dynamic in-
formation flow analysis techniques tracking security levels of vari-
ables. Further, the presented encodings can potentially be used to
address concurrency errors such as deadlocks or race conditions.
Another potential direction of future work involves improvement of
runtime overheads of the proposed technique. This paper reported
on overhead results with 1:1 encoding for heap memory blocks for
programs selected from SPEC datasets using a segment size of 16
bytes for a 64-bit system. To identify whether overheads can be im-
proved by increasing or decreasing segment size more experimen-
tation is required. The third direction relates to the use of offset-
and segment-based encodings with E-ACSL. The present imple-
mentation already uses static analysis to reduce the amount of in-
strumentations without the loss of precision. Better static analyses
can be used to further improve runtime overheads.
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